
ISU Theatre welcomes ISU and the Ames Community to audition for this community 
focused play, which will be filmed at Fisher Theatre and enjoy a digital release in December.


WHAT IS THIS PLAY ABOUT? 

Synopsis: 

Three lonely theatre ghosts decide to tell their own holiday story rooted in the 
community of Ames.  The story centers on Tiny, who discovers a “magical” copy of A 
Christmas Carol, and goes on a quest to find the book’s original owner.  Along the way, 
Tiny (and the magical book) activate Ames residents’ memories and imaginations, 
helping them discover the real reason for the season: Community.  


This play is a community event, and as such, we’ve intentionally avoided naming some 
characters until they are cast.  Additionally, some of our cast will be invited to contribute bits of 
the dialogue to the script!  It’s truly a collaborative effort!


BUT WAIT… IS IT A PLAY OR A MOVIE? 

Well, it’s a little bit of both!  We will be filming this play at Fisher theatre, using a green screen - 
and we’re not trying to hide our theatricality!  Rather we are embracing it and using film to bring 
it our audiences!  Social Distancing guidelines will be in place, and masks worn by all film crew.  
Actors should know that health and safety are priorities, and precautions will be taken to make 
our workspace as safe as possible.


Since we are working with film, scheduling is less intense than with a traditional full-length 
production.  Actors MUST be available for the ALL-CALL dates listed below, and have some 
flexibility for filming on evenings and weekends.  


WHAT IS THE TIME COMMITMENT LIKE? 
Actors will need to be available evenings from October 5th -10th for ALL-CALL cast rehearsals.  


Actors will then be scheduled for film days between Oc 12-Nov 13.  Actors will only need to 
attend production days for their specific scenes.  Some cast members will only have 1-2 film 
days, as their character only appears in one scene.  


A quick rundown of time commitment by roles:


Tiny - biggest time commitment.  Tiny is in every scene and will need to be available 
evenings and possibly a few weekends.

The Ghosts - Ghosts will most likely film over two weekend days due to makeup/
costume requirements, but should also have evening availability in case we opt for 3-4 
evening shoots instead.

Tiny’s family and best friend are in multiple scenes, and should expect approx 5-6 
filming days.

Everyone else will most likely only be called 1-2 times during filming.


Audition Info for 
       Our Community Carol: A Blueprint for a Play 



COOL.  SO HOW DO I AUDITION? 

This is a self-tape audition.  That means you will record your audition and submit it to us using 
the online audition form.  Please keep the following in mind:

1. Begin your recording by slating - this means telling us your name and the role(s) you are 

auditioning for.  

2. Next, tell us WHY you are interested in the role.  What about the character is intriguing to 

you?  Why do you think you’d be a good fit for that character?  

3. Third, perform a 1 minute monologue or poem 

• Don’t forget to tell us the title of the monologue/poem and who it is by   


4. Make sure your video is a mp4 file!


An example might go like this:

 
“Hello!  My name is Tiffany Antone and I am auditioning for the Past (although I’m 
interested in all the ghost roles).  I think I would be a great ghost because people tell me 
I creep them out and I know how to look like I’m floating when I walk.  I think being a 
ghost would be really fun.  For my audition, I’m going to perform a 1-minute cutting of 
the poem “Twas the Night Before Christmas” by Clement Clarke Moore.”


That’s it!  That’s all you have to do! Then make sure to send it to us by September 27th using 
the link at the bottom of this page. Once we receive/view your tape, we’ll contact you if we 
want to schedule a call-back via Zoom.


**Call-Backs will take place (via Zoom) Sept 30 and Oct 1!**


A few helpful tips:

• Make sure you look at the camera!  We want to see you!

• Make sure you are in the light - again, so we can see you

• Speak clearly and loudly.  

• Watch your audition tape before you submit it - make sure we can see and hear you clearly

• Have fun! 

• You do NOT need to have your monologue or poem memorized!  If you are working from a 

script, just make sure to hold the script low enough that we can see your beautiful face!


CHARACTER LIST - All roles are open to ISU students and Ames community members. 

3 Ghosts - any age/gender.  They are: 	 

	 Past - nostalgic, takes their time, treats the other ghosts like “youngsters” 

	 Present - holds to the mantra “Be Here, Now”

	 Future - forward thinking, a little short on patience


Tiny - high school age/any gender. An under-represented voice. Tiny is bold, curious, impatient, 
and funny.  **Tiny will need to be on available for ALL film days.  If you are auditioning for the 
role of Tiny, you must be available for the month of October & first two weeks of Nov.  


Tiny’s Best Friend - high school age/any gender.

Tiny’s Mom - 40’s/50’s - works hard, but it’s still never quite enough.  Her family has been 
struggling since Tiny’s father left.

Tiny’s Older Brother - 20’s - In the service. Loves Tiny, misses home.

Tiny’s Older Sister - College age - An ISU student, is working hard and is hardly home.




Tiny’s Neighbor - 50’s or older/any gender - fed up with Tiny’s unkempt lawn/house/etc. Short 
on compassion


Librarian - Any age/gender - Loves their job but feeling the holiday pressure.  Probably a little 
overworked.


Unemployed Human - Any age/gender - Down on their luck and feeling it!


Cafe Customer - Any age/gender - loves Christmas, doesn’t like it when people say “Happy 
Holidays”.  Short on patience.

                  

Shelter Director - Any age/gender Overworked, passionate about their job, but running on 
fumes.


Estate Planner - Any age/gender - Kind, dealing with grief of recently deceased parent. 




Do you have questions?  Feel free to email Tiffany - tlantone@iastate.edu 

Upload your audition tape by Sept 27th, using this link:   
https://iastate.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5jTnNSrJfikL40t  
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